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INTRODUCTION
The "micro" revolution of the seventies has caused a reappraisal of the role and significance of the

computer in education. The reductions in costs have altered the cost-effectiveness perspectives. The
increases in power have made practicable what was previously merely feasible.

In a previous article (Shannon and Thornton, 1982) consideration was given to computers in relation to
instruction in general. to work and to energy It is the purpose of this paper to consider aspects of computer
technology's communication phase in relation to education.

The historical development of technology in general has been through three stages: production,
distribution and communication Examples of each since the industrial revolution include motorised mills,

foundries, factories (production), motorised ships, trains, aeroplanes (distribution), and telephones, telex,
satellites (communication).

In fact, any technological development goes through these phases, and computer technology is no
exception. It is on the third of these stages, communication, that we wish to concentrate. The connection is

important in so far as education involves a communication exchange between studrrit and teacher, and
because of the changing world of work in which our students will find thernselses.

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION
In a.y discussion of educational futures the i plicaticns of computer technologN loom large. The

concern et' educators is well foun-:ed when ore cor.:der.) tht gene; ,ply poor respo,ise by educators to ot1I2C
technological ads ances.

Not that educators differ in this respect from society in general "1 he advent of modern teemology
should have meant that we have a society in vhich es eryone ovens sufficient wealth to satisfy his material

needs, and has sufficient leisure for recreation and the dcvtbpment of his higher, more human powers. But
do we? Technology can produce an abundance of wealth, but curiously many men time to work overtime
and their wives have to work to keep pace with the products of technology. True, many of the objects which
the adve. tising world makes us believe are essential would have been luxmies for our parents, and some
indeed are luxuries in any era. But to over-emphasise this is to overlook the realities of social life and to
under-estimate the existence of poverty as manifest i the modern poor laws, or as they are called, social
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services" (Singh and Shannon, 1980).
By reacting against the new technologies or by adopting them uncritically, it is very difficult to come to

terms with their strengths and limitations In order to make effective use of computer technology within

education it is appropriate to distinguish amongst teaching (or learning)

(a) computing

(b) by computers

(c) with computers

(d) about computers
The computer can also be used as an educator's tool in

(e) curriculum support applications

(f) administration applications

(g) communication applications.
Too often time and money are wasted in acquiring unsuitable hardware because these distinctions are

not understood Furthermore, just because some things can be done with the aid of computers does not

mean that they should be done.
The implications of this for the professional educator in considering computing innovations include such

questions as how do they relate to the aims of education, the aims of the school, the aims of this lesson.

Thus, some of the advantages of computer assisted instruction can include: focussing student attention;
bringing experiences into the classroom which are otherwise unattainable; preserving "once-off" events

and experts; making learning experiences more concrete; adding effective impact to education; visualising

theoretical or unobservable processes; giving instruction uniform quality; providing efficient storage and

retrieval of information; providing simulated experience and realistic practice; individualising instruction

(Ausburn and Ausburn, 1980). There are, in fact, many more and the interested reader can obtain from one

of the authors a relv.ant report on the topic (Shannon and Ozanne, 1982)

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
King (1980) distinguishes two aspects of technology: one is based on practical experience and the other

on the .retical knowledge. Roemer's (1980) reflection on the latter leads to a statement of the purpose of

technology as control of anything that is part of the human environment.
The appropriateness of computer technology, in the broadest sense of the term, depends on a wider

perspective, however, if we are not to confuse means and ends It is in this context that we raise issues for

consideration on computer technology and communications, focussing on the practical concerns of
education in the provision of social and life skills, and the provision of vocational and marketable skills.

The convergence of telecommunications and computer technology into information technology (IT), or

telematique. fundamentally changes the nature of the above skills. f'ducation, as a medium for the
transmission of info.mation, is a form of comrnunicaticri IT m es further d,-.:,ands on ed'cators though:
educatt is will be required to respond to the needs of a society where information, the ability to handle
information and its associated "hardware" and "software", and the power of information with its economic

effects on productisity and leisure, will intrude more and more into the lives of all of us.
We do not wish to get involved with futurology but there is a general concensus that in an industrial and

wealthy society IT will have a major impact on

( a) work -- content, nature, skills, numhzr employed, working life, leisure time and unemployment;

(t.; the technoloL,ical emir unent or information society ways in which we transact and acquire
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information (and more information), that is. how we communicate.
The impact of IT on work implies a change in the requirement in marketable skills and social skills and

the relationship between leisure and unemployment. The impact of IT on the technological environment

implies a change in the necessary social skills that individuals will need in order to use IT equipment, which

will have to be made generally usable, that is, with "user friendly" software.
A fundamental consequence of IT on skill is that it tends to remove a middle layer of skills: skill

requirements are polarised at the top and bottom. At the top there is both an increase in the skill required

and a change in the nature of the skills: enhancement plus alteration At the bottom the mundane tasks will

remain. This raises the question of the number of available jobs and job sharing. Th's involves industrial

relations on the ore hand but an important consequence of IT for education is the need to provide new
leisure skills.

More and more of our students will not only encounter IT in their daily lives, in transport, in shopping, in

their homes, but an increasing proportion of the work force will Ile employed in IT. Even in 1970 in the
U.S A. some 40% of the workforce could be considered to have employment in the "information sector";

cimilardevelopments are likely to occur in Australia. This links with the four categories of computer
technology and education listed in an earlier section. Teaching by, with and about computers relates not

only to work per se but also to social skills, whilst teaching computing will of itself gain much greater
importance in the management of IT and making IT usable for both information workers and the social
skills of everyone.

It is in this sense that Bellini emphasises the "knowledge is power" chasm of a future Britain with a social

system divided into two distinct parts.
"There will be the tiny .i'action that is modernised, with its optical fibre conduits, its word processors and

its mini-computers, its P.simile machines and its teletext The workforce of this sector will be educated

and skilled in the arts of compunicattons the buzzword of the C3 society. They will converse in a
version of Orwell's Newspeak, a language he himself had imagined for the later years of the society of 1984

but which seems to have arrived already in the computer programmes of the information industry: 'byte-

parallel I/O', 'hexadecimal', 'ultra-violet erasable PROM' `scratchpad RAM' are just a taste of the
vocabulary of the closed world of communications. This closed world will have its own monastic orders of

specialists, steeped in the rituals of the computer They will guard the secrets of their work jealously:
millions in company profits will hinge on the control of key data about markets, products or corporate plans

for the future. They will shelter behind the protective walls of corporate security. and the sital computer

store will be defended by the sophisticated weapons of electronic warfare soice recognition devices to
supervise passwords. decoding apparatus to prevent access to sen itive files by unwanted intruders, heat
sensors to detect the pr.sence of unauthorised personnel. They v !I in every ,erne repreOice the siege
conditions of those troubled times all those centuries ago"

"Outside the city walls there will be the other, forgotten siL:e of the divided econ, -ay of the 1990s. The

mass of unemployed, under-employed and the de-skilled will, by ea hate fall p.zy to the accelerating
collapse of British industry. They will be the men and women who cannot find haven inside the domain or

the information industry, because they lack specialised training or privileged access to the small job market

offered by the compunications sector. This mass of unwanted labour will come to regard the information

economy as a closed world to which they cannot be admitted" (Bellini, 1981).
By way of a specific example of the impact of computer technol9gy on one section of the

communications industry we consider aspects of the automation plan for a particular group ofnew ;papers.
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We do this, not because the technical details are relevant toour argument, but to ,inderline the extent of the
industrial revolution now taking place. (The extracts are from Thornton and Stanley, 1978.)

GRAPHIC ARTS AND COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
In 1440, Johannes Gutenberg, a German printer, invented movable type, probably the greatest

invention since the wheel. This single invention was the beginning of the printing industry which has done

more than any other to teach and to record. Hand type was used for over 400 years until the invention of the

Linotype in 1886 by Ottmar Mergenthaler. The first Linotypes began arriving in Australia in the 1890s.
Compositors learned the keyboard and set type in lines instead of hand type letter by letter. This method
continued almost unchanged until the early 1960s when computers entered the printing industry.

What the computer did in the 1960s was justify, or space out evenly, each line of type from text punched
onto a paper tape by a perforator (TTS) operator. It effectively took over the end-of-line decision, leaving

the operator free to concentrate on keyboarding text, and increasing his setting speed from 6-8 lines a
minute to about 10. (Fully computerised typesetters can now set type at more than 3,000 lines a minute.)

Linotype manufacture ceased in North America several years ago. It has almost ceased in England and
Europe. Here, in Australia now, there is no market for the machines. Disused models finish up being sold
for scrap metal or museum pieces. The Linotype, which caused a revolution in his day, is on the way out

By 1975. Fairfax newspapers were already partly automated but, it was necessary to make further
changer. The profitability of newspapers had declined remarkably. Consequently, manage -neat had to look
at every opportunity of increasing efficiency and eliminating waste, whether it was wasted material, like
paper, or unnecessary human effort.

A similar situation overseas had forced a remarkable series of developments in the technical area, which
newspapers everywhere hailed as offering a solution to the problem of rising costs and falling revenues.
These technical developments mostly depe..ded on computers.

One of the first pieces of equipment introduced in this area was the scanner It had a reading head which
scanned typewritten text, line by line, at up to 1200 words a minute and converted it into type. It was
followed soon after by the video display terminal. This allowed reporters to write stories and sub-editors to

edit them on the VDT screen, then transmit them directly into a data base and onto computer-driver
typesetters. Other VDTs allowed sub-editors to retrieve text from computer storage, display the stories on

a page and dispatch the made-up page, heads and all, to a typesetter. There were also computer systems
designed to accek. and store tens of thousands of classifir d ads, sort them into correct clascfications and
into alphabetical order and pass them out to a typeset r in single column form.

Most of tiiese dei, ices could be bought virtually off the shelf. They arri'. ed at an appropriate time because
they offered an opportunity for newspapers to break out of the stranglehold of falling revenues and rising
costs. Furthermore, the old technology was simply going to disappear. I lot metal typesetting had reached
the end of its technological development with linecasters op- ra ted by pa; tape. This produced type at the
rat:. 9-10 line.; a minute -- there was just no fas er way of producing metal type. Another disadvantage

was that hot metal technology meant everyt%ing iad to be re- keyboarded in the composing department

after it had already been keyboarded by the person who created the item, either as a story or as an ad. This
was v asteful duplication, and introduced re-kexboarding errors which had to be detected and corrected.

Also, metal type was heavy and cumbersome. In American newspapers, hot metal began to disappear ten

years ago. The rate of its disappearance accelerated MI nugh the '70s until now more than 90 percent of US
news, 'pers have eliminated it from their operations.
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Fairfax's automation program re...ily started to take form in 1973. That was when the company
contracted with a Dutch software group, Arsycom, to design a system for its five Sydney-based
newspapers. The specifications were complex and extensive. As well as covenng the various requirements

of five newspapers, the system had to process one of the world's biggest classified ad volumes about

1.000 columns or more than 20,000 ads on a single night

Stage One of the project was the introduction of the display advertising layout system known as the

Harris 2200 System. A 2200 System consists of a small computer and three or four video display

terminals. It allows an operat;Jr with lay-out ability to call the text of an ad out of the computer on to his

VD1 screen and give it the best display within the space for it. By using various command keys on the

terminal's keyboard he can specify type sizes and make single words or whole sentences larger or smaller.

He can change the spacing between words and between lines. He can keep enlarging the type until it will no

longer fit the space allowed, in which case t'.e characters on the screen begin flashing to warn him the line is

too long.

The text which he is to lay out will have been keyboarded elsewhere by somebody using another type of

VDT. It will have been entered into the computer system as plair run-on text, all in one size, and will

appear on the Harris 2200 VDT screen in this form. It is his job to display it to its best advantage. When he

is satisfied with what he has done, he taps a key to transmit the ad to a computer store where it stays until

required for typesetting The overall Fairfax System includes two Harris 2200 systems at present, with

provision for more to be added in the future.

StageTwo the classified Ads System is the biggest and most complex of the whole project Initially

it involves 160 VDTs. Classified ads 'phoned in by clients are typed "on screen" and entered directly into

the system. The accountants and journalists are all linked to this network.

It is important for educators to realise that these new systems mean some of the traditional crafts and

skills of the work force are about to disappear forever. As a result the training and retraining programs in

companies like Fairfax have been extensive. So far there has been a steady process of transition from old

trades and skills to those required by the new equipment and methods. People must be capable of being re-

educated, if they are to retain jobs or to be trained for new ones, if they are to be employed or to be

employable. They must also have access to re-training programmes, so that even if the birth rate is

declining there is little justification for educational cutbacks. In this context Barry Jones (1"82) believes

that " the educational revolution ran out of steam some time in the 1970's and there are many who say in

the face of all evidence to the contrary that we have too many people in higher education. Our prot lems

are likely to be exacerbated by the fact that we have too few."

The social and inter-related ducational implications of the computer revolution's impact on information

technology demand an active response from all ctors of education, particularly in the use of leisure.
"To say that there will be more leisure is also to state a problem. In the 1950s, people like Dr David

Reesman were ready to welcome the prospect of more leisure because they desp.:ired of the possibility of

making work more meaningful Novi. it is Amt. t as common for people to bemoan that nobody knows

what to do w ith leisure Nobody will pretend that the problem does not exist In advari,-ed societies, people

may be as ill-prepared for the benefits of the post-industrial society as are the s:,hsistence farmers of India

and Pakistan to face the prospect of a mercantile society. But problem" like these are challenges of a kind

which it is impossible to shiik The prospect of more time on people's hands is, of course, a challenge as

well as a discouragement The result could be enlightenment and not the opposite" (Maddox, 1972).

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
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Some readers might be disappointed that we have net discussed the educational implications of
communications satellites, both active and passive, but the reality is that the critical problems for educators

are in the software, not the hardware, in the ends, not the means. As Jones speculates, "there is insufficient

data to propose a mathematical formula but it may well be that for every doubling of capacity in
communication technology there is a halving of the capacity or the desire of humans to engage in significant

communicati ( Jones. 1982).

Thus for instance, one might hope that the "global village' influence of IT would be to make us more

tolerant. Social scientists, in their studies on the effects of the evolution of the "global village", have
observed, however, an inclination for people to select information that presents opinions close to their own

and to accept communications which concur with their prejudices. The skills required by school students to

strain the surfeit of information, highly selected and dangerously superficial, through the sieve of a v..01-

balanced critical faculty demand a radical reappraisal of educational expectations. The alternative could

be mass;ve manipulation by the media managers in a strikingly bipolar society.

Furthermore, as the world economy is being "restructured" it is moving towards an electronic/infor-
mation based society. The challence to educators is to ensure that students can manage these changes and
can fulfill themselves at work and leisure.

We have emphasised that information is power, that one's life chances depend on ability to gain access

to and handle information In the world economy the great .st power will be held by those countries where

the population has these skills and opportunities. So, in international terms the future of Australia as an

independent sovereign state will be fundamentally related to the stock and flow of such skills. The
importance of educators, then, is far wider than at first appears, and the importance of their competence
with IT is crucial in determining the prospects for Australia.

This problem was highlighted by the 1982 Versailles economic summit of the most industrialised and

wealthy countries of the world President Francois Mitterand of France called for more government
control of the development of high technology on a national and internati Dna! basis Unmanaged
technological development is now being held responsible for the emergence of"technological nationalism"

leading to destructive competition, government subsidies, trade barriers, protectionism, and unemployment

"There is no question that introduction of high technology, including computerisation of the office and

factory, is the key to increasing productivity within dr industry and even long-range economic recovery of

the West. On the other hand, while it creates new jobs and even new industries, in many cases these are
only a fraction of the jobs eliminated by introduction of more productise systems and automation of the
older industries" (Szuprowicz. 1982).

A U S study. entitled "Advances in alitormition prompt concein over increased unemployment", has

been presented to the U.S Congress. and it has clear implications, not only for the American labor market,

but also for Australia and other advanced industrialised cou-fries The study "concludes that automation

will cause redundancies not only in jobs that are co.sidered morotonous or dangerous the traditional
areas of factory production targeted for early auti 'nation - but also in jobs that require skilled labor.

This is because microprocessors can now be fitted into almost any production tool. creating a 'smart'

des ice that can substitute for a human worker in the performance of multiple tasks" (Rothwell. 1982).
The glories of mankind's history have been when destiny has been controlled, rather than the controller.

"Those who complain of technology and all its works would be on stronger ground if they were worried
instead about the best way of deciding how society should exploit science and technology. Who says what

innovations are worthwhile" Some decisions have to be made by individuals in their role as purchasers of
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goods Others are lett to inanulacturers Still others. which have a political flavour in the most general

sense, must be taken by gernments act.ng on behalf of the communities which they represent-1 Maddox.

1972) Educators. too. must respond in their professional capacities as well as in their role of cituens
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Computers in the Curriculum
Computers in the School Library

Computers in the Curriculum
A.G. SHANNON

The integration of computing mzo the school curriculum is an issue which does not seem
lo have been successfully addressed so far. By this is not meant an occasional use of simulation
or computer-aided instruction, but a consideration of how a subject should be taught and
what should be taught in the light of the development of information processing technology.
Even mathematics continues to be taught as though the computer had not been invented
Perhaps no changes aced to be made, but, if so, this should be a conscious decision based
on consideration of adequate information.

Some Basic Issues

We live in an age when information is a commodity, and the relevant
aspects of its deployment and processing, as well as its social implications,
cannot be neglected by educators. A fundamental question to be addressed
is 'with the introduction of new technologies, how can we avoid training
simply the elate to cope, leasing the rest overwhelmed by and critical of
technological change?' (Jones, 1983). Not only should one deal with
knowitig how to utilise the technology for data processing, but also u ith
developing the intellectual skills to know how to select information. The
processing of data affects all aspects of society. This should be reflected
in what is taught, how it is taught, when and to whom. This does not mean
a wholesale transformation of the curriculum, but it should result in a
gradual transition where appropriate.

Mathematics provides an illustration of what is meant. Before the
widespread availability of easy-to-use computing power it would nut have
been possible within the framers D r k of high school mathematics to deal
with such topics as the modelling of crop yield and plant growth, the
harvesting of plants and animals, the spread of diseases, the building of
tunnels and roads, parking a car, speed-wobble in motorcycles, selling
newspapers, housing loan, hire purchase and superamiliation repayments,
and the mathematical modelling of diseases like dial.,!tes and caner.

It is nov, possible to offer students a wide range of interesting and realistic
rroblerns which, in fat , require less mathematical knowledge than current

Tony Shannor. is Head of the Mathematics Education Unit, N.SW Institute of Itchnology.
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high school courses. The difference is that until now mathematics at both
the secondary and the tertiary levels has concentrated on finding explicit
closed-torm solutions (i.e. a formula involving a combination of algebraic
and elementary functions) to a class of fairly well circumscribed problems.
Any problem without such a solution was considered to be 'insoluble' and
to be avoided, certainly at high school level. This emphasis has inculcated
in students an approach to mathematics which leads them to view the
subject as the manipulation of symbols and mysterious techniques rather
than as an approach for the analysis of complex situations. Problem solving
with the computer can become more than the reapplication of rules.

In the past, numerical calculation was a lengthy and tedious task, so
that any mathematical problem whose solution could not be expressed in
terms of a formula involving simple algebraic formulae or the tabulated
elementary functions was the job of the specialist. Even basic computational
approaches such as Simpson's rule for numerical integration and Newton's
method for solving equations were seen as artificial adjuncts to the overall
syllabus.

Now students have access to simple-to-use computing power which until
recently was reserved for research mathematicians and engineers. Numerical
methods can now be moved closer to the centre stage of high school
mathematics.

The computer will make irrelevant much, but not all, of the traditional
type of mathematics based on formula solutions. It is not that computing
methods will supplant mathematics so much as enrich it by permitting an
emphasis on qualitative ideas, shrewd guessing and analytical reasoning.

The purpose of school mathematics can then be the education of students
through mathematics rather than the training of them for tertiary courses.
(A byproduct might be that those who do go on for further study will be
better prepared.)

Interdisciplinary Role

The interdisciplinary type of analysis which has been ushered in by the
computer age can also be illustrated by such paradigm examples as a falling
raindrop, population growth, and the pendulum. In their simplest form
these examples are typical of the well circumscribed kind of problem for
which formula solutions exist. Howercr, as soon as any realism is added
to these examples, such as friction in the case of a falling raindrop, a
restricted growth rate law in the case of population growth, and non-
linearity in the case of the pendulum, formula solutions cannot be found,
and any approach in such a spirit will not yield useful information (Botten
and Chiarella, 1983).

The cnallenge to mathematical educators of open-e-,led problems is
unpopular, but if the emphasis in mathematics continu., a be on shoving
symbols around, students will ts...eoine even mote alienated fioni the subject.

14
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They will be perplexed by the fact that they are doing, albeit in a roundabout
fashion, what can be done more efficiently by a computer.

Comments a/on?, sirniiar lines can be made about other school subjects
and particularly the ater-rehtion between subjects: computers can be a
genuine integrating force in ' ie school curriculum. They are certainly not
the special preserve of the mathematicians. Nash's (1983) comment is
pertinent: 'nor is it uncommon for a school's computer to be delivered
direct to its maths/science depanment, or to its business studies department,
there to be zealously guarded against all uses except the teaching of
programming to the brightest kids, or to train the girls in office practices!

The (at least) occasional integration between subjects offers the
opportunity for simulation games with classroom computers. Here
educators can respond to, rather than react against, the fascination of video
games for children. Simulation can bring an ir of reality to many problems.

I
The role playing that they encomage can also develop facets of students'

x intellectual and emotional der Jopment which are not readily measured
in formal examinations. As a learning tool simulation offers opportunities
for cooperation in genuine group learning situations. The indiscriminate
use of simulation is not without dangers and difficulties and teachers would
generally require some specific preparation in their use (cf Kohl, 1977).

It

Conclusion

Elsewhere (Shannon and Hortle, 1983) we have stated the need for a
National Co-ordinating Committee on Computers in Schools and of
developing effective evaluation procedures.

Lessons from other countries should not be ignored, and by way of
conclusion attention is drawn to the assessment by Shears and Dale (1983)
that: 'the use of comput rs in education is not a practice which is accepted
or even considered desirable by the authorities in all the countries which
were visited . . . In the developed countries, there is a division of opinion
on the use of computers which to us in Australia may appear to be
surprising'. On the basis of this they make a useful distinction when they
divide the countries they studied into 'under-developed and uncertain',
"Developed but reluctant', and 'developed and committed'. Included in the
'developed but reluctant' category are Japan, Sweden and Germany.

In Sweden, for instance, computers are generally confined to science and
economics in Years 10-12. At this level they offer the possibility of inter-
disciplinary approaches to problems, as suggested above. In Japan, children
acquire computer literacy in their normal living, and there is little regard
for computer a'cled instruction in tl- z highly motivated and intensely
competitive Japanese classroom. In Germany, according to Shears and Dale,
'traditional attitudes to teaching and syllabuses . . . are not seen as
compatible with the large scale introduction of computers into the learning
environment'. It must be emphasised that in none of these countries is the
availability of resources for the purchase of hardware or the provision of
software seen as the problem! 13
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Notz

These are extracts from some comments on Teaching, Learning and
Computers. report of the National Advisory Committee on Computers in
Schools, 17 October 1983, which were prepared by the author at the
invitation of the Council of The Australian College of Education. They
were submitted by the Council to the Commonwealth Schools Commission
in the interests of contributing to the debate on proposals by the
Commission for a national 'computers in schools' program. Comments
on an earlier Commission proposal (February 1983) were forwarded in April
1983 and subsequently were published by the College as Occasional Paper
Na 4.
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IN ELLIGENT COMPUTER-AIDED
INSTRUCTION

A. G. SHANNON

New South Wales Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT
A mechanistic view of man and an anthropomorphic view of computers is leading to confusion about
the scope and limitations of computers in education What Time (February 20, 1984) said of the
university applies to all sectors of education "the university will have to decide one of the definitive
issues of the time., how best to utilac the computer in its curriculum" This paper discusses some
controversial issues of artificial intelligence as signs of confusion about computers and yet which
have consequences for the intelligent use of computers in education It is allegc.i that there is a
philosor:iical basis for the confusion

Introduction

"Towards the Thinking Computers" was the catchy title of a 1984 focus on computers in The
Australian. The previous year The Sydney Morning Herald had serialized "The Super-
Intelligent Machine" by Adrian Berry. That these are sensitive topics was seen by the spate of
letters they provoked. At first sight issues are sensitive because it seems that machines are
becoming as intelligent as man. The problem really, however, is that we have tended for too long
to view man as a machine. As Weizenbaum (1976, p. x) points out "there is a difference between
man and machine, and, ... there are certain tasks which computers ought not to be made to
do, independent of whether computers can be made to do them".

The confusion, however, is widespread A recent popular computer magazine told its readers
that thinking computers will probably be within the lifetimes of people living today, and that
computers that can think will be computers with emotions! At a rnvre professional level, such
eminent artificial intelligence researchers as Herbert Simon and Allm Newell (1958) have

claimed that "there are now in the world machines that think, that learn, that create".
There is also a question of language since many terms are used in different senses. Fun-

damentally, though, the issue is philosophical "the artificial intelligence debate, taken to ex-
tremes, is a matter of philosophy" (Hansen, 1982. p 323).

Just because a machine can imitate many logical operations of the brain, does this mean that
it can think" Just because we cannot think without a brain, does this mean that the brain is the

organ of intellect as the eyc is the organ of sight? "A microanalysis of brain functions is,
moreover, no more useful for understanding anything about thinking than a corresponding
analysis of the pulses flowing through a computer would be for understanding what program the
computer is running" (Wei 'enbaum, 1976, p 136)

Human knowledge

Thy philosophies which have most influenced educators in the English speaking world have
been Kant's doctrine (from which Deweyism is derived) and, Empiricism, and, more recently,
Marxism. Kant claimed that knowledge was relative to the structure of the mind, not reality.

sZS
The Empiricists say that the intellect merely 'ossifies what the senses know. For Marxists the
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human and other animals differ only in degree, and hence totahtaria: authority makes sense
however it is disguised.

An approach to the basic distrciions can be made by means of an example. When I know
the clock on the wall, there is a clock on the wall and a clock in my mind There is a "two-ness"
of existence but not a two-ness" of thing existing. The clock I know in my mind is obviously

not a material clock still less is my knowledge of "what a clock is", (the nature of clock),
material. The universal "clock" has no material existence at all This is why empiricists cannot
cAplain the root of knowledge They reduce intellect to a sense. A sense knows singulars only;
I cannot see "clock" but I can see "this clock" The intellect, on the other hand, knows universals,

and can only know the singular after first knowing the universal 1 can recognize that this object
is a clock only after I know what a clock is This is in sharp contrast with the position of the
empiricists who say that the intellect merely classifies what the senses know and cannot know
anything beyond what the senses krow The intellect understands the universal first, just as sight
sees co/our first, but I can understand the concept of horse only after I know a horse: we know
the thing first, not the concept.

The distinction between a concept and an image is that the former is in the intellect whereas
the latter is in the sense. For instance. I can draw triangle imagined, but i cannot draw triangle
conceived An image must be caused by that of which it is the image, but a concept is a sign,
and a sign is something which makes known something beyond itself. A sign can be formal or
instrumental Smoke is an example of an instrumental sign. My mind uses the smoke to get to
know the fire All material signs arc instrumental they are things first and only signs con-
sequently. They give mediate knowledge But concepts arc formal signs which do not exist in
the physical world although some concepts are imposed on our mind by the nature of reality.
Concepts give immediate knowledge

Artificial into ;gence

Having said all that it cannot be denied that there is a branch of computer science which is
knyAn as artificial intelligence This is concerned with the information processing functions of
the brain receipt, recall. operation, output of data.

Such functions of the intellect as abstraction and induction are beyond the scope of the
,Machine To see this we need to consider the two basic operations of the human intellect. The
first is the understanding or II e apprehension of intelligible objects, by which we know more or
less distinctly what things are The second operation is judgement, by which we compose or divide
w hat we have grasped in simple apprehension

In induction the intellect sorts ow from sense experience what is only incidental and grasps
w hat is essential Induction, is thus very like abstraction, the dtstinction being that induction is
directed toward; judgement and abstraction towards concept For example, the intellect induces
that. "every a-limai has sens8tiv It)" from direct observation of particular cases of sensitive
animals, whereas the intellect abstracts the concept of animal from all particular and contingent
animals

pprehensior, is directed towards es:;ence, whereas judgement is directed towards existence
Tiius. if we um' , :and what r.t,,s and green are, we can write them in affirming "grass is grek..1",
by which we understand how grass exi,ts. namely as green Or, having grasped what man is, we
divide man and grass by denyin3 "man is not glass" by which jue ement we understand how
man does not exist, namely as grass

e can distinguish or abstract through both these operations of the intellect, and the Ias,s
of abstraction differ in the two cases Thus, in abstraction through simple apprehension we can
abstract what is not separate in reality, but the intellect cannot abstract or separate in judgement
what is united in reality. For instance, one can consider human nature without considt ring the
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various individual men in whom that nature exists, but if we judge "this man is not white" when
in reality he exists as white, then our judgement is false.

The problem is compounded by three things the failure to make these distinctions between
the intellect and the brain, the equivocal use of such terms as intelligence and thinking, and the
fact that computers can do very easily some tasks which would be exceedingly difficult for a
human

Net there are some tasks, such as learning to speak. which are beyond the scope of the
computer Here some will take issue by human speech is meant something much more complex
and much richer than pre-programmed responses to cue words. Missed predicticas in the past
have not acted as deterrents for extravagant claims for the future Thus, Robert Jastrow, Director
of NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies, in enthusing about computing power in the
1990s. says the "reasoning power built out of silicon will begin to match that of the human
brain What happens after that/ Dartmouth President John Kemeny, a pioneer in computer
usage. sees the ultimate relation between man and computer as symbiotic union to two living
species" (Jastrow, 1978). Hansen's (1982, p xii) reference in another context is applicable to
the computer "the technology that makes it possible was created by the electronic:- industry.
And the software that makes it all go is the t'uman mind". The same author also makes a telling
comment when later he says "the ability of computers to play winning chess or backgammon,
however. may reveal more about the nature of chess and backgammon than it does about the
intelligence of computers. That they can calculate is no secret" (Hansen, 1982, p. 311).

!....-ie of this sl.ould be seen as an attempt to deny the very real achievements of artificial
intelligence workers. Such developments as "programmerless programming" and the applications
of "expert systems" are indeed exciting. Nevertheless, the limitations, as well as the scope, of
computers need to be appreciated by educators if they are to be integrated into the curriculum
rather than mere curious appendages to it.

Of course it might well be (though it is unlikely) that Australian educators will follow their
colleagues in such countries as Japan. Germany and Sweden and be reluctant to be overwhelmed
by computers Whatever happens. it should be based on informed decisions rather than ignorant
default (cf Shears and Dale. 1983)

Computers in education

Fortunately there is developing a utilization of the approaches of artificial intelligence in what
is called intelligent computer aided instruction (Venezky, 1983), p 40). (Venezky is at the
University of Delaware, which is famous for its computer aided instruction, and PLATO, an
example of this which is also available outside L S A is described later.)

"Some observers believe computer illiteracy should be tackled with a massive top-down
national computer literacy campaign an approach that would surely fail. And one that may
not even be necessary. Fortunately. computers are being designed to be simple to operate and
will eventually be programmed in English In the meantime, children are growing up interacting
with computers, playing with computers without even realizing it Furthermore, the computer
is slowly finding its way into the public school system Although the cost is prohibitive for most
school districts, com uter use in schools is on the ups .ing for a variety of reasons.

First. computers offer a cost-effective albeit capital-icitensive way of individualizing education.
Second. computers simplify the exten, e record-keeping required for individualized instruction.
Third. familiarity with computers is now considered a strong vocational ads antage, a saleable
skill" (\aisbitt, 1982. p 33).

It is in the area of computer based or assisted instruction and learning that the potential of
the compute. seems not yet to be realized Much of what passes for computer assisted instruction
is little more than electronic page turning and rightly invites cynicism from all but the most
dedicated computer devotee (Shannon and Ozanne, 1982).
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This is hardly surprising because there is about 100 hours of preparation and programming
that goes into the production of about 1 hour of computer based instruction. An analysis and
a sharing of the successful efforts in this area are needed to provide guidelines in the modification
of existing material and the development of appropriate new material (Shannon and Hort le,
1983). This is not just a naive borrowing from other countries but a realistic alternative to
reinventing the wheel

One example will illustrate what can be done: the PLATO system as it operates from the
University of Delaware. Not tha. one could not take examples from closer to home, but the
Delaware Office of Computer Based Instruction under the direction of Professor Fred Hofstetter
and more than fifty full time staff provide a model. Most of Delaware's teaching departments
utilize computer assisted learning and this includes the humanities and fine arts as well as the
sciences The University its elf is to be commended in that it pays more than lipservicc to the
importance of teaching. As Lrie of the services protided by Hofstetter's group are also for
elementary and high schools, the PLATO system is of interest to all educators.

There is a network of PLATO users who are continually adding to the system, and there is
a PLATO User's Special Interest Group in ADCIS, the Association for the Development of
Computer-based Instructional Systems PLATO courseware can now be used on computers other
than Control Data

The PLATO system

The PLATO system evolved in the sixties under the direction of Dr. Donald L. Bitzcr. In the
seventies it became a product of Control Data Corporation. A library of more than 6000 hours
of instructional lessons in 150 areas is available.

The PLATO system is flexible enough to allow for misspellings and different wordings. With
touch sensitive screens it can reduce the intrusion of extraneous skills Accessories can be added
to any PLATO terminal so that students can talk through an audio unit or play melodies through
a music synthesizer

For example. in a lesson to teach melodic patterns, the computer plays 1 melody and asks the
students which notes were played The students then touch the piano keys on the screen to
indicate which notes they heard
A reading lesson for primary school children includes a list of words on one side of the screen.

By touching the appropriate words the students can compose a sentence on another part of the
screen, under which appears an aninizted sersion of their sentence There are also lessons for
the gifted and talented and for remediation The latter also include packages suitable for adults
who are weak it basic skills

Another programme might be for medical students and contain a picture of a road accident
victim on the %ideo display unit By touching the "body" with a stethoscope the doctor can
monitor various strategies for the %ictim As in other PLATO lessons "ic student's effort is
evaluated, and in this case told how quickly the victim died b< :ause of " ,: treatment'

PI \TO lessons are progra,nmed with a language which was si.ecially developed for
computer-based education rather than with a general purpose language Teachers with no
prop limning experience can aut' or their own lessons or modify existing ones Hofstetter (1963)
lists over thirty different univcsity departments which use PLATO in some part of 0 :ir
curriculu..1

Conclusion

If the potential of the computer is to be realized in education, then curriculum development
experts need to be aware of research in artificial intelligence and its implications for human
learning (with or without the aid of the computer). "It is important, for theoretical reasons, to
consider cognitive consequences for students who receive CAI or instruction in programming.
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If computer literacy is taken to mean successful involvement in CAI, the intended con-
sequences may be no different from those for a comparable curriculum taught without a
computer. In the coming years. however there is likely to be an increase in what some have called
intelligent CAI (ICAI). ... What distil guishes ICAI from CAI, primarily, is that ICAI aims
beyond the ordinary goals of giving information, presenting tests, and keeping records; it also
constructs a model of what the student knows. In so doing, it is better able to tailor instruction
to correct specific deficiencies and can better advise the teacher about what the student knows
or does not know A program offering ICAI can, in theory, be cognitively more sophisticated
than most text-based curricula. Such a program's capability for cognitive diagnosis is thus an
important evaluative criterion for both the programmer who creates it and the educator who
adopts it" (Ainarel, 1983, p. 17).

As background reading to the issues raised in this paper, the interested reader is referred to
Fratcs and Modrup (1983). They aim to survey computer applications in a variety of back-
grounds, including education and artificial intelligence They also forecast major trends in these
aplications oser the remainder of the cle,:ade The research in recent years of the Nobel
Laureate, Herbert Simon, is also a useful reminder of the promising links between developments
in artificial intelligence and human information processing, particularly the search for meaning
that humans put into pattern recognition and problem solving (Simon, 1979, p 363).
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Computer Technology and the Curriculum: Some Questions
SHANNON A.G.

ABSTRACT

The rapid inclasion of comp.uer technology within the world of education is
seen by some as an unwarranted intrusion and by others as inevitable progress.
Progress presupposes a desired direction; this paper questions some of the assump-
tions underlying the educational use of computers and their possible effects on the
curriculum.

Introduction

To discuss various issue: vyl ich pertain
to the curriculum and computers, several
distinctions need to be made at the outset.
In any consideration of the curriculum
one must clearly distinguish means and
ends, and this imperative is very urgent
when the role of computer technology is
under consideration because of the mo-
mentum of the computers in sdrools
movement.

We must distinguish why we want
computer technology from what com-
puter technology (hardware ar.d software)
is vailable. To do this we need to dis-
tinguish amongst teaching or learning

alnut computers
computing
by computers

through computers
with computers

Each facet raises different questions for
the curriculum, and we shall discuss
aspects of each.

A number of issues ate raised here in a
preliminary nunner To ; ssess and eva-
luate would require more evidence than
is currently available in reasonably objec-
tive or replic:ble form. It is hoped though

1

that an awareness of the questions out-
lined here will help to channel the energy
and resources currently being expanded
on computer technology into directions
where the various goals (when they have
been articulated) are compatible within
the framework of the total curriculum.

Currieu,..im Issues

Teaching about Computers

Learning and teaching abort com-
puters can include a spectrum of courses
ranging from information technology 2nd
computer science through progrzmming
languages to coutses on computer literacy
and computer awareness.

To start with the last types of courses,
several questions suggest themselves: What
is really being attempted ? What are the
criteria for achieving it? To what extent
are schools in richer areas better able to
implement programs?

Shannon and Hortle (1983) suggest that
"some criteria for computer literacy in-
clude (a) being at ease in computing
situations in everyday life, (b) being aware
of the social changes caused by computing
technolog), (c) having a working compe-
tence with computing skills related to the
foreseeable needs of the ordinary citizen
and (d) having a basic understanding of
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the scope and limitations of computers...
this literacy must be viewed in the context
of the total curriculum". The general
educational level of the community is at
issue here as we move to an era of in-
formation technology. The wider curri-
culum is involved as educators must be
concerned not onIN with access to data
but also with the critical utilization of
information.

At the Third International Symposium
on World Trends in Science and Tech-
nology Education in Brisbane in Decem-
ber 1984, there were many papers about
courses on "Science, Technology and
Society". Such courses, if computer
literacy and historical perspectives are
imolved, can be another source of inte-
grating the curriculum. Students whose
cateer goals might be narrow can contri-
bute to such courses: the history student,
the technical student, the science student,
the mathematics student, the computer
buff, and so on, all have points of view
and skills to put into such courses. A big
difficulty is that they require an organisa-
tion of the school day other than the
factory method, and realistically that is
not always easy. Trial courses on a
semester basis are feasible long enough
to make some teal headway but not
impossibly long to organise. Such courses
though need teachers who can act as
coaches, are able to utilise the students'
knowledge acquired elsewhere, to guide,
co- ordinate and collate rather than to
be the dispenser of knowledge. This has
hnplications for the selection, education
and development of teachers.

Teaching Computing

The integration of computers into the
curriculum offers the possibility not the
certainty of enriching it, without stret-
ching it. The addition of new courses
such as computer programming is another
issue unless like Logo, or Pcolog or even
APL, they are part of a wider educational
environment.

One suspects at time' that a principal
reason for teaching programming is That
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it is easier that, integiating the computer
into the curriculum. If not, what is the
role of progranuning as a subject ? Is
mastering a computer language equated
with programming?

What are the criteria for choice of a
language ? The popularity of BASIC looks
suspiciously like convenience. BASIC has
some advantages; it also has many dis-
advantages. The point at issue though is:
should we choose a programming language
because the machines are available with
it and a few teachers know a version or
two of it? Should we not ask outselves:
what ate the benefits of progranuning for
students? to learn to think mote logically ?
to become better problem solvers? to
it'll rose proficiency in subjects with
quantitative components? to learn hypo-
thesis testing? What evidence is these of
the bznefits of computer programming at
school level ?

For instance if one is concerned with
the importance of nomenclature, notation
and 1r nguage as. tools of thought one
might argue for APL as an educational
programming language: after all, it is
primarily a notation which can be imple-
mented on a computer (Iverson, 1980).
It is a high-level language, easy to learn,
(unless one has first learned BASIC!) and
it is easy to debug. The only teal problems
are some of the difficulties that its charac-
ter set causes in graphics/pi intet interface..
Not that I am arguing the case for APL
or against BASIC: I am pleading that
we put the horse before the cart and work
out what languages if any, should be
taught at different stages of the school
cririculum on educational pounds, not
lot the sake of the computing industry.

"The great diversity of programming
languages makes it impossible to rank
them on any single scale. There is no
best programming language any mote
th'n there is a best natural language.
"I speak Spanish to God, Italian to
women, French to men and German
to my horse," said Charles V (pre-
sumably in French). A programming
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language too must be chosen r..cc.ording
to the purpose intended." (Tesler,
1984).

The inclusion of computing studies, or
even computing science, as a separate
subject involves the answering of analo-
gous questions. The least coavincing
answc. educationally is job-ptepalation;
not that ore should go to 'the other
extreme and avoid any taint of vocational
foundations, but predicting detriled trends
in the computer industry is notoriously
difficult because of rapid development in
implementation of its technology.

Teaching by Computers

Learning and teaching by computers
inch_des those programming languages
which ate used a. pat t of the learning
process in other subjects rather than in
their own right, am' it includes computer-
based learning.

Here too, one must a,k: what are the
crtieria for selecting software, given that
the hardware is often purchased before
defining the educational goals and
values that the computer it supposed to
serve?

Computer Assist 'd histt action,
has many implications for the curt iculum.
In pasting it should be noted that CAI
tends to be the U.S. telminology whereas
Computer Assisted Let ruing, CAL is
preferred in the U.K. CML, Conti-otter
Managed Lea-ning, differs f,om CAI in
that it is mote concerned with testing
student perfotmance, advising student, on
theh routes through so pewit d (-mosey.
tepol ting on per for ma nce 2nd progress,
and quality of tests. The differences bet-
ween CML and CAI mid ptobably dis-
appear in time.

Leiblum (1977) ploy/ides a useful dis-
cussion of the rationale for using CAL
Broadly speaking the effective use of CAI
requires a dear delineation of its strengths
nd weaknesses and the purpose to which

it will he pat. The latter might be to

3

'educe the amount of time tot str,.ff'
student contact, to provide basic remedial
instruction of a tutorial type fOr students
of varying entry level, to supplement or to
teplace traditional instruction.

Ht -vet (1977) compares CAI and
CML the pool man's CA1!) in an
article reproduced from the Bulletin of the
Centre Imago of the Catholic University
of Louvain, a cooperative development
on media-based educational ystems in
higher education. According to Hooper,
the major problem with CML is the large
amount of the curriculum development
and media production that a sophisticated
individualised learning system involving
the computer requires, although ICL's
CAMOL, Cemputei Assisted Manage-
ment Of Learning, Las kept costs low by
mining in batch as opposed to inter-
active mode.

Hoopet's distinction between CAI and
CAL is interesting. He sees the former in
the tradition of programmed 'mining and
teaching machines, whereas the latter
uses the computer as a teaming resource
in simulation and modelling situations.
While not denying the importance of
these latter modes, the distinction can be
blurred because even a progt ammed
learning approach to CAI can, with a
bit of effort, take advantage of the sewing
and randomising capabilities of the
computer.

Hooper (1976) distinguishes two domi-
nant tradition'. in CAI the computer
as a tutor and the computer as laboratory
(simulation, problem solving, calculation,
data bases). The latter derives from the
changing nature of certain academic
disciplines as a result of the impact of
computer technology. Of course, there
are combinations of the two roles in
various institutions.

Hooper favours the computer as labo-
ratory because of its superiority in bring-
ing home to the student the effects of
altering the parameters of a problem and
because it cannot compete with the
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superiority of a human teacher as an
extrem-l sensitive. adaptive control
system.

The objectives of much C:AI at e content-
oriented and not educational proces,
oriented. As well as a model of computa-
tion, there needs tube bu;lt in some adap-
tivity to the learner if CAI is to have a
useful tutorial role. Hooper sees CAI as a
sub:et of CAL

A useful review by Harding (1980) of
nine major CAI studies in the '70's, while
acknowledging the danger of "a tech-
nology in search of an application", inclu-
ded among the advantages of current work
in CAI, the fact that most of the develop-
ment has been initiated by teachers rather
than educational theorists and that it has
forced people who work in education to
think more about how we teach. Harding
includes a perceptive analysis of trans-
ferability. He acknowledges that pro-
grams and packages are the prime candi-
dates for transfer, but feels that to give
the student more freedom to capitalise on
the powers of the computer, less constraint
should be imposed by the software To
this end he feels that ultimately it is
necessary to expect the student to write at
least some of the program. In saying this
he is not confusing learning about com-
puters and learning with computers, but
arguing that the educational documenta-
tion, including the problems that the
student studies, are of prime interest.

Thus the usual distinction in computers
and education is between the teaching of
computini Ind teaching with computing,
whereas some advocate the teaching of
programming as a means of learning the
algorithmic approach to problem solving
and developing the student's capability
for logical reasoning.

The main questions that must be
considered before CAI is intrcc.uced are
listed by Nievergelt (1980) who also
summarises a number of project^ in a
useful review article to which is apt: ndcd
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an annotated li.'oliography. The author
traces the development of CAI from an
outgrowth of the programmed instruction
movement to the current proliferation of
":.mart" machines, each containing a
microcomputer, keyboard and screen. In
between there has been a period when the
early optimism was dampened and
Nievergelt lists a nuiaber of reasons to
explain this. Thus the antagonism of the
problem-solving exponents towards CAI
is explained historically by the author
as a reaction against the trivial use cf
computers as "electronic page turners".
He then outlines what one needs to
consider before getting started in CAI,
and claims that today it makes no ser
to start a CAI project unless one is
willing to write most of the necessary
courseware. The article finishes with
considerable discussion of strategic consi-
derations and a manual of style for the
design of instructional dialogues.

Perhaps a few words about authoring
languages and their role in curriculum
development and computers are appro-
priate at this point. An authoring system
is a set of programs which permits the
teacher to create a computer-based cur ri-
culum or courseware without programm-
ing. Kearsley (1982) surveys the develop-
ment and characteristics of authoring
systems in the domain of computer-based
education. The authoring system auto-
matically generates the debugged cede
which corresponds to the specifications of
the content to be taught and the instruc-
tional strategy to be used. The writer
distinguishes instructional languages such
as LOGO and SMALL TALK which
are primarily designed to facilitate the
use of the computer by students as a
learning tool, rather than by teachers to
develop curriculum. With a few excep-
tions, such as PILOT, author languages
arc just as complex as any other pro-
gramming language. The writer outlines
three major types of authoring systems:
macro-based, form-driven and prompting,
and illustrates each. There is also a com-
prehensive list of references covering the
principal literature or the subject.
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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND THE CURRICULUM: SOME QUESTIONS

Teaching through Compute's

Computers can play an integrating role
in the curriculum by means of modelling
and simulation. To paraphrase Spanier
(1981), the characteristics of such pro-
grams involve the following requirements:

(a) a focus on problem-solving;

(b) experience in both oral and written
communications;

familiarity with cognate disciplines;

exposure to paradigms of induc-
tive and deductive reasoning;

(e) confidence acquired in open-ended
problem situations.

T'le emphases would vary with the
maturity of both the teachers and the
learners.

(c)

(d)

For instance, in mathematics the advent
of the computer has changed "the atti-
tudes of mathematicians to the idea of
what a solution is. Before the computer
came, the ideal was to 'solve' a differen-
tial equation in the form of a 'closed'
formula involving familiar functions, or
infinite series. Now, it is often more in-
formative to have the computer print the
solution in graphical form, or to display
it visually to be modified by a light-pen,
or even to make a. film to show how solu-
tions change with time. This change in
the form of a solution lends to changes
in the questions asked; now one often
deals with 'discrete' mathematics rather
than the 'continuous' model of classical
mathematical physics." (Griffiths and
Howson, 1974).

These issues are now generating fierce
debate at the undergraduate level 2 bout
the compos;tion and balance in degree
level mathematics [1141ston (1984)]. The
arguments at the tertiary level will no
doubt eventually spill over into the secon-
dary school: should we wait for this to
happen or should we continue to get
away from the old top-down app oach to
curriculum development ?

a

In bringing the computer into the
curriculum we have to distinguish i)etween
solving an educational problem and
merely shifting the problem. In mathe-
matics it is now possible to c ffer stuck nts
a wide range of interesting and realistic
problems which, in fact, require less
mathematical knowledge than currert
high school courses. The ciifference is
that until now mathematics at both the
secondary and the tertiary levels has
concentrated en finding explicit cicsed-
for -r solutions (i.e. a formula involving a
comnination cf algebraic and elementary
functions) to a class of fairly well cir-
cumscribed problems. Any problem with-
out such a solution was considered to be
`insoluble' and to be avoided, certainly at
high school level. This emphasis has
inculcated in students an approach to
mathematics which leads them to view
the subject as the manipulation of symbols
and mysterious techniques rather than as
an approach to the analysis of complex
situations. Problem-solving with the
computer can become more than the
reapplication ef rules. It involves what
might be called "qualitative mathe-
matics".

In the past, numerical calculation was a
lengthy and tedious task, so that any
mathematical problem whose solution
could not be expressed in terms of a for-
mula involving simple algebraic formulae
or the tabulated elementary functions was
the job of the specialist.

Now students have access to simple-to-
use computing power which until recent!y
was reserved for research mathematith-ns
and engineers. Numerical methods can
now be moved closer to the centre stage
of high school mathematics. The com-
puter will make irrelevant much, but not
all, of the traditional t.mpe of mathematics
based on formula solutions. It is not that
computing methods will supplant mathe-
matics so much as enrich it by permitting
an emphasis on qualitative ideas, shrewd
guessing and analytical reasoning. The
purpose of school mathematics can then
be the education of students through
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mathematics rather than the training of
them for tertiary courses. (a byproduct
might be that those who do go on for
further study will be better prepared )

The challenge to mathematical educa-
tors of open-ended problems is unpopular,
but if the emphasis in mathematics con-
tinues to be on shoving symbols around,
students will become even more aliena-
ted from the subject. They will be per-
plexed by the fact that they are doing,
albeit in a roundabout fashion, what can
be done more efficiently by a computer.

Comments along similar lines can be
made about other school subjects and
particularly the inter-relation between
subjects: computers can be a genuine
integrating force in the school curriculum.
They are certainly not the special preserve
of the mathematician, not that I apol,gise
for using mathematics as an example. The
recent Blackburn Report notes:

"Mathematics, taken broadly, is a
language having relevance et mparable
with that of literacy. Very few, if any,
studies in higher education or other
vocational fields can now be taken
successfully by those having only basic
arithmetical competencies."

"The relevance of mathematical con-
cepts to all technical and technological
studies is obvious, but statistics and a
grasp of quantitative reasoning are also
required in most areas of the humanities,
and in social and behavioural sciences.
Those lacking such a base are at a
disadvantage in many aspects of living."
(Lyons, 1985).

The Blackburn Report recommends
that all students in Victoria in Years 11
and 12 study at least one three-unit
sequence in each of the arts-humanities,
science-technolog and mathematics as
part of a two-year 14-unit course.

The (at least) occasional integration
between subjects offers the opportunity
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for simulation games with classroom com-
puters. Here educators can respond to,
rather than react against, the fascination
of video games for children. Simulation
can being an air of reality to many. pro-
blems. The role playing that they en-
courage can also develop facets of students'
intellectual and emotional development
which are not readily measured in formal
examinations. As a learning tool, simula-
tion offers oppc-tunities for cooperation
in genu ne group learning situations. The
indiscriminate use of simulation is not
without dangers and difficulties and
teachers would generally require some
specific preparation in their use. (cf Kohl,
1977).

'leaching with Computers

The computer has the capability of
storing large amounts of data, about an
individual or about a system, which is
available for almost instantaneous retrie-
val. It is this property of the computer
an efficient and effective instrument for
identifying, collecting and summarising
data that makes its use possible to
assist in the management of the educa-
tional process. Apart from the usual tasks
such as budgeting and planning and time-
tabling that a computer can handle,
proving a boon to harassed educational
administrators, it can aid in counselling
and monitoring student progress as well
as ma., -lucation less labour-intensive.

Computer-managed learning and asso-
ciated computerinformation resources,
including test item banks, have a role to
play in incorporating the computer into
the total curriculum. This is the subject
of teaching and learning supported by
computers. It involves the tricky question
of whether to purcahse an all-purpose
computer or horses for courses? Finance
is a major constraint, of course, but much
of the firmware for the business and
support work of the school may be in-
compatible with what is most appropriate
for the strictly academic goals of the
school.

6
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A project for a computer-managed
learning SN, stem is described by Bladon
and Bailey (1981). Student progress is

continuously monitored by multiple-
choice question tests. These produce
reports for each student with scores and
advice, and reports for each lecture: with
individual and class progress. The details
of the system are listed as is a frank
appraisal of the project. The mechanics
of the system are based on PILOT
(Process of Individual Learning by Objec-
tive Testing) which was derived by
Heriot-Watt University in Scotland from
the American Teaching Information Pro-
cessing System (TIPS).

Del low and Poole (1984) describe
mi'.-rocomputer applications for the educa-
tional :.dministrator in such functions as
financial analysis, planning, record keep-
ing and report writing. While written
with community colleges in mind, it
provides useful ideas for any educational
administrator.

Related Issues

Sociological effects

The increasing use of computers in
society has profound sociological effects
on patterns of employment, and oppor-
tanities for leisure as well as modes of
eaucation. The social implications of
computer technology for the curriculum
cannot be ignored. In this context two of
the recommendations of Shears and Dale
(1983) are pertinent:

"Each state should establish an
Education and Industry body to moni-
tor changes in the workforce due to
the increasing use of technology and to
support modifications in the educational
goals for computers in education to
keep abreast of these changes. (12)

Special education should be given a
priority in funding because of the unique
potential of computer equipment to
assist learning for students with mental
or physical disabilities (13)."
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Teather Preparation

Pine (1982) has a number of useful
ideas on this topic, and Anderson (1984)
summarises the needs in the teacher
training area:

"A continuing issue is the adequate
preparation of teachers already in
schools to use computers with confi-
dence in their regular teaching. This
need is unlikely to diminish in the near
future since many teachers, after an
initial introduction to the new tech-
nology, wish to further their kncwledge
about computers and their use.

An associated issue is the preservice
education of teachers The United
Kingdom experience is that, while
nationally funded schemes make some
impact as far as increasing awareness of
teachers in schools is concerned, pre-
service education is harder to change
and lags behind. The importance of
this factor depends on whether teacher
employment is in an expandIg or
declining phase."

Shears and Dace (1983) address this
issue too:

"In 'rtiary institutions preservice
teacher education on the use of com-
puters in education should be based on
the needs of schools, and developed
after a clear statement of educational
goals has been prepared. Generalist
trainee teachers should not all
required to learn programming, and
the main focus of their computer educa-
tion should be on the uses and limita-
tions of computers with CAI/CAL and
computers in the curriculum.

An investigation .Mould be under-
taken of the cost, efficiency and accepta-
bility of the chain reaction model of
teacher training. This involves in-
oepth preparation by tertiary institu-
tions of specialists who in turn prepare
schoolbaxd consultants, who with a
tea approach in schools, develop

2mi
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appropriate computer programmes for
students."

Much is being done now in the area of
teacher education, but a concern is that
these courses maintain a balance amongst
basic technical skills, relevant develop-
ments in computer technology, and pro-
duction of teaching materials.

A lot of the last lmed is being done by
teachers and _ommet.±.1 programmers,
partly to fili a vacuum, but mainly for a
quick profit. Not that there is anything
wrong with making money ! The extent to
which educational needs and priorities,
classroom trials, and hidden assumptions
are taken into account is often dubious if
one judges the finished product. In this
respect. some recommendations cf the
N.A.C.C.S. (1984) are pertinent :

"Because of the shortage "f specialists,
software developed in each state should,
in the first instance, be done through
centrally or regionally established teams
of curriculum specialists, programmers
and educational technologists. (10)

Computers should be introduced into
primary and secondary schools, but on
the basis of previously locally deter-
mined and understood educational pur-
poses and not because of the availability
of local funds or discounted equip-
ment (8).

A National Clearing House for
Computer Information should be esta-
blished to facilitate the interchange of
hardware and software information
between States and the cooperative
development of appropriate high qua-
lity software (6).

Cooperative mechanisms should be
established at the National and State
levels for ongoing evaluation and review
of all aspects of the use of computers in
educational institutions and pro-
grammes of teacher preparation, in-

eluding an assessment of the develop-
ment of positive attitudes among
teachers. (7)."

0,e would hope too that purposes and
policies for computer technology and the
curriculum would loom largely in teacher
education so that the excitement of the
action does not obscure their reason and
role. Amongst recent authors to address
the ways computer technology might
respond to overall curriculum needs is
Pogrow (1983). He also attemps to
balance the articulation cf cur ' An

policy with its implications for the c.ass-
room professional.

Evaluation

We have been concerned here with
some quevions for curriculum reform as
they affect courses and teacher education,
but we have not raised the urgent issue
of evaluation, particularly into how work
might split up differently and the implica-
tions for educational research on the
accompanying policy, sociology and psy-
chology issues.

In many ways, Slatyer outlined the
salient features for such research when he
said:

"The long-term ability of the Aus-
tralian community to cope most effec-
tively with change to use technology
to benefit society as a whole depends
crucially on education. . . it means edu-
cation that enables the community to
understand and use technology, to
look ahead to possible social changes,
to take initiatives which influence our
future directions and to develop flexi-
bility and interests that enhance the
value of work and leisure. How relevant
is our education system to meet these
challenging demands ?" (Slatyer, 1983).

The questioning of the use of computers
in the class room referred to earlier
should not be ignored when discussing
their place in the curriculum.
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